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Based on how President Trump has handled things over the past four years, I think

he leveraged the China virus to quietly take out the Deep State - adapted the plans.

/1

I think he used Covid to remove Deep Staters under the guise of illness and will continue to do so.

I wouldn't be surprised if some of them get a lethal injection and they call it a vaccine gone wrong. /2

You may wonder at the ethics of all this but consider the drastic nature of the infiltration of our country. /3

It bothers me that personal freedom is restricted but then I think to myself, this is a good way to get to people, when they

don't have the freedom to move. /4

It is useful for President Trump that his political enemies, (that is the people who wanted to use the illness against him), are

now backed into a corner, because everyone's convinced that things are really bad and getting worse. /5

I maintain that the true data is hidden from us. We actually don't know much of anything. So there is a deadly thing out

there, but its scope and effect are still largely a mystery to the average person. /6

What about the money we have lost because of the lockdown? My guess is that after the Executive Order is enforced

against China and all the other countries that interfered in our election, plus all the people in the USA who helped other

countries - we'll all be getting a lot.

That was /7

Imagine if your refund check isn't $600 or $2000, but rather something like $200,000.

/8?
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I know you're all wanting something dramatic to make up for all the stuff they've done. But the most dramatic thing that can

happen, in my opinion, is for the money to flow back to the people. /9

When we have the money, and the traitors have none, we can rebuild our country while they go to wherever the military

tribunal says. /10

#Freetheslaves

Shabbat Shalom.
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